Instructions for Qualatex
Fashionable Frame

®

To keep assembly time to a minimum, gather the materials and read
through the instructions before beginning.

Labor: About 15 Minutes
Materials:

12 12" (30cm) Dark Blue Quick Link Balloons™ 65215
24 5" (13cm) Lime Green Latex Balloons 48954
24 5" Onyx Black Latex Balloons 43548

Instructions:

1. Inflate two 12" Dark Blue Quick Links to 10" (25cm) and tie them
together to make a pair. Repeat to make another pair, and then tie
this pair together with the previous pair. Continue inflating pairs and
tying them together until you have a chain of 12 Quick Links.
2. Tie the first and the last Quick Links together to make a loop.
3. Inflate two 5" Lime Green latex and two 5" Onyx Black latex to
3" (7.5cm) and make a 4-balloon cluster (see “4-Balloon Cluster”).
Repeat to make seven more 4-balloon clusters.

4-Balloon Cluster
Inflate and size two balloons, then tie
the necks together. Repeat to make a
second pair, then twist the two pairs
together to make a 4-balloon cluster.
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4. Make a 4-balloon cluster with two 5" Lime Green latex and two
5" Onyx Black latex sized to 4" (10cm). Repeat to make three more
clusters.
5. Wrap a cluster from Step 4 between two of the Quick Links.
Position all four balloons together to help create a right angle with
the Quick Links. This will be one corner of the frame.
6. Wrap two clusters from Step 3 between the next two
Quick Links.
7. Repeat Steps 5-6 three more times to create the remaining three
corners and straight edges of the frame.

!

Find more design ideas with Qualatex® Quick Link Balloons™
at QualatexQuickLinks.com. Other ideas and instructions
are available to professionals at “Instruction Sheets” and
“Balloon Ideas” on qualatex.com.

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD

Children under 8 years can choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons.
Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from children.
Discard broken balloons at once.
For Consumer Product Information, visit pioneercpi.com or call 1-800-331-6865.
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